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Hi Everyone,
We are already well into spring and already
have had very successful events for
2016. Our first big event for the year was
the trailing trial at Prado Regional
Park. We had a fantastic turn out with
people coming from Washington to San
Diego, covering North to South, and
from New Jersey to California covering East
to West. Not only did we cover the country
geographically but we had conformation
people, rally, obedience, tracking, and of
course trailing enthusiasts.
I think
everyone had a great time, some earned
new titles, and those that didn’t earn titles
learned a lot and will earn titles soon. A
HUGE thank you to Dane and Barb
Copeland for organizing and putting on this
event. The entire weekend seemed to run
smoothly and everyone had a great
time. We even made money which is
unheard of in tracking and trailing
venues. THANK YOU BARB AND DANE.
If you haven’t signed up to help out at the
Pet Expo please contact Lyn Sherman at
lynsherman@aol.com
or
310
422th
0208. The dates are April 8, 9, and 10 and
just a few hours of sharing your dogs to the
public is a huge help. This event is at the
Orange County Fairgrounds in Costa Mesa.
The next weekend is the Hound Show April
16 and 17th at Oak Park in Silverado
Canyon. We will be having a lunch, meeting
and activities in a small show, relaxing park

atmosphere. Please contact Judy Walker at
bassetwalker@cox.net or 760 945-9227.
May 6-8 is Bloodhounds West Regional
Show in Tres Pinos, CA. Puppy match,
Raffle,
Food, Fun, and
lots of
BLOODHOUNDS. Questions contact Suzi
Paine at themaja@comcast.net.
Enough of my rambling…..I’m sure all this
info is somewhere else in this
newsletter. But….PLEASE everyone try to
become more active with the club...we are
open to any and all suggestions and would
love your input.
Hug your hounds,
Evelyn Jones, President

Two teams also passed their CGC test:
Randy & Morgan and Carol & Jonah.
Congratulations to both teams.

Trailing Committee:

We also wish to thank our judges that were
extremely helpful and we very much
appreciate their assisting all of us by
offering their expertise and judging at this
trial. Those judges were, Stacy Mattson,
Michael Nye, Molly Nye and Janet Kelly.
We thank these judges for their
commitment, helpfulness and coming to
judge at this Trailing Trial.

South Chapter had their Trailing Trial
February 27 and 28, 2016. The location
was Prado Park in Chino, Calif. It was very
successful thanks to the leadership efforts
of Barb and Dane Copeland along with all
that helped in that area. See Barb’s report
in this Newsletter.
Also, Randy & Morgan obtained Morgan’s
EECT at the Trial. Judge was Molly Nye.
Congratulations to Randy & Morgan.

If you still need, or want to try for your
EECT, please contact Sue Sappok and we
will help you get a date to test.
Look for upcoming trailing camps, as well as
practice opportunities. North Chapter will
be holding a trailing trial in the fall. Watch
for those dates and information.
Trailing practice is continuing in the High
Desert (Victorville area).
If interested
contact our Chair, Sue Sappok @ 760-9548485 or suesappok@yahoo.com
If you are interested in being involved in our
Trailing Committee let Sue know.

If you have never trailed before we can help
you get started.
You and your
Bloodhounds will LOVE IT!! 

We still have a limited number of Trailing
Tee Shirts available. XL to small is $18 plus
shipping. XXL sizes are $22 plus shipping.
We have trailing logo drool towels for $8
plus shipping. Contact Sue Sappok or Sherri
McGuire if you would like a trailing tee shirt
or drool towel.

Join Carol and Jonah on
their successful MTI trail.

Thanks first of all to Lyn Sherman for
setting up lots of practices. Also to Stacy
Mattson for her invaluable advice about
what my dog looks like when he is on the
trail vs not. We would not have passed
without your help.

Jonah's trail was out at the Chino airport. It
went past the airport cafe, which I guess was
closed and quiet when they laid the trail the
night before. That morning as we
approached it, a couple motorcycles revved
up and roared off, then we had to wade
through people and cars. Jonah didn't mind
any of that although the motorcycle noise
startled him at first. We got past all that and
then saw a cat walking along!!
I wanted him to ignore the cat and keep
trailing but the cat was strutting along poor
Jonah just had to go put it up a tree. Good
thing we did, too, there was a second cat to
tree!
After that he went right back to trailing! I
was so glad I didn't have to re scent. A bit
further the trail went to the left. I suppose it
was an empty road the night before when
they laid the trail but that morning there was
a line of cars waiting to get into the car
show. We jogged along this line of cars and
I was surprised at how most of the young
drivers stared straight ahead and never
glanced over at the lumbering bloodhound
dragging the old woman. My husband Steve
suggested they probably thought Jonah was
a drug dog doing a sweep at the entrance to
the car show and I gotta say that explained
their weird behavior very well. Many of
them looked very tense and none of them
would make eye contact with me.
Finally we approached the end of the trail. I
want to thank Lyn Sherman and Jan
Rothwell at this point for mentioning how
the dog looks at the person he is trailing so I
knew who was Jonah's person, because first
he had to stop and say hi to the cross
runner. Thanks also to my judges Stacy
Matson and Michael Nye for being there and
donating your time and expertise. I learned a
lot that weekend. Thanks also to all on the
trailing committee for all the work and food
and fun. You all did great.

So there you are!! The whole saga
By: Carol Boyd
Trailing committee:
Sue Sappok (Chair) suesappok@yahoo.com
Sherri McGuire Halnbns@aol.com
Lyn Sherman
Barb Copeland
Evelyn Jones

even blogged about the team), helping
Sebastian with his Vogue photo shoot,
engaging with MSN about bloodhounds
(who also posted photos of the team), and
most importantly traveling with, caring for
and showing Sebastian superbly in both
breed and junior showmanship!!!

Junior Handlers:
This section has been added to the
Newsletter because these Junior Handlers
are our future. Let’s all support and
encourage them and their Bloodhounds. If
you have a junior handler or know one,
please let us know how they are doing. You
may also send a picture of them and their
hound. Below are just a few of our junior
handlers in action.

Classified
No ads submitted.

Top five fascinating facts about the
bloodhound. Just remember to live your

A ThAnk You…

life crime-free, or the Bloodhound will find
you.

Karissa Groves sends her HEARTFELT
THANKS to all those who took their time to
write, comment, message, text or call with
their well wishes and/or their kind words to
her
about
showing
Sebastian
at
Westminster.
It was an awesome
experience for her, participating with AKC
Public
Education
&
Promotions
Department, helping with the ABC Meet
The Breed, meeting Martha Steward (who

#5 Party Animal
The Bloodhound is not for those who are
rarely home. They’re very social animals
and while they won’t actually throw wild
parties while you’re away (that we know
of…), they will get depressed. So if you’re
home a lot, have a family and even other
pets, your Bloodhound will think he’s found
heaven.

#4 Gentle Hounds

Calendar of Events

The Bloodhound will never have a career in
the world of guard dogs. They just don’t
have it in them to be mean and growly.
These gentle dogs are kind, friendly, and
loving. They also welcome everyone,
whether you want them to be welcomed or
not. So if you want a Bloodhound and your
home protected, we suggest you install an
alarm.

April, May June 2016

#3 Single-Minded

Membership Committee: Sherri McGuire
is handling all of the Club’s membership
responsibilities.
Send your dues or
questions about membership to Sherri at
17680 Linden St., Hesperia, CA 92345 (760)
964-7123; or Halnbns@aol.com.

Some might call them stubborn, but this is
only because they have such strong tracking
instincts. In fact, Bloodhound owners are
recommended to have a fenced-in yard, as
they are nearly unstoppable once they pick
up a scent. This stubbornness and
determination also makes them difficult to
train. But it can be done.

Check your show websites for upcoming
shows: Jack Bradshaw; Onofrio; Info dog.
No other show dates have been provided.

NEW MEMBERS:
We welcome the following new members:

#2 Undercover Mutt?
The Bloodhound is also known as the St.
Hubert hound. This is no alias to escape
from the law. It is because the breed
originated from the monks of St. Hubert,
way back in 8th century Belgium.

Aldo & Diane Branch
Janet Kelly
Tina Kocar
And welcome back:
Michael & Kimberly Hansen
CONGRATULATIONS:

#1 Tracker Extraordinaire
While they do enjoy a bit of a barking
session outside, the Bloodhound takes
tracking seriously and usually does so in
silence (which makes sense, as you never
want your target to know you’re coming…).
Their skills at tracking are so amazing they
are able to pick up a scent from only one or
two skin cells! That’s right, no fancy
equipment from the latest CSI episode
needed.

Lizzy, owned by Buel & Sandy Boez earned
her Grand Championship at the Kern
County Kennel Club in Bakersfield, CA this
past weekend. No picture available at press
time.
RESCUE:
Let us know if you have any
Bloodhounds in need of a new home, foster
home or just need some help or would be
willing to foster or adopt a Bloodhound.
Your Bloodhound Rescue contact is Susan
Hamil (CAH20372@aol.com ).

Our Northern Chapter has formed West
Coast Bloodhound Rescue. They are a
501(c)(3) and are open for business. They
are currently rescued and have found
forever homes for several Bloodhounds.
Their contact is:
Pam Herranz (650) 455-2763

Over The Rainbow:

Sherri & Bunny

Although this Editor knows of at least one loss,
it will not be reported here without consent of
owner. Our thoughts and prayers are with you.
Other than that, no other canine losses have
been reported.

Cyrus & Tucker

A walk down memory lane…Enjoy

Dane & Morgan

Ellie Mae

Franklin

Elliott at 4 months

Tucker

Elliott, RIP Sweet Boy

Judy & Gabriel

Steven & Moonie, RIP Sweet Boy

Karissa & Sebastian

Patti & Ranger

Sue & Whiskey

Lee & Brandi

2016 Board Contacts:
Evelyn Jones
Sue Sappok
Lynne Aguire
Lyn Sherman
Marti Secor

Wyatt trailing (Sherri McGuire)

Newsletter Editor:
Sue Sappok @ suesappok@yahoo.com
or 760-954-8485
Anything published in this Newsletter does not
reflect the opinion of the Editor or any club or club
member. It is for informational and entertainment
purposes only.

Billy the Kid (Sue Sappok) RIP sweet boy

TRAILING TRIAL REPORT
By BARB COPELAND
The Trailing Trial that was held in February
was a huge success. The event offered 10
total trails, and when the entries closed, we
had a total of 16 wanting participants. Due
to the overwhelming response of entries,
there was a lottery drawing for each
available level of trailing. When the lottery
was over, the logistics and timing of the
trails needed to be figured out, assigning
trail runners to the trails. Once that task
was done, the notifications of times were
sent out to the handlers.
The weekend of the event started out at
Flo’s Café (Chino Airport) for breakfast and
an informal meet and greet with the judges
and when we are all done, the judges went
into work mode for trail laying for the
different levels of trails.
Our Judges: Stacy Mattson, Michael Nye,
Molly Nye, Janet Kelly
Base Camp was set up at Prado Park
campground, it was nice to have plenty of
room for everyone to set up their canopies,
dog crates, etc. and still be able to stay in
one area. Bloodhounds West General
Meeting – Saturday afternoon. The BBQ
was in expert hands with Dane cooking TriTips, Ribs, and Sausages Dinner Saturday
night.

Even with all that was going on throughout
The Trailing Trial that was held in February it
was a huge success. The event offered 10 total
trails, and when the entries closed, we had a
total of 16 wanting participants. Due to the
overwhelming response of entries, there was a
lottery drawing for each available level of
trailing. When the lottery was over, the
logistics and timing of the trails needed to be
figured out, assigning trail runners to the trails.
Once that task was done, the notifications of
times were sent out to the handlers.
The weekend of the event started out at Flo’s
Café (Chino Airport) for breakfast and an
informal meet and greet with the judges and
when we are all done, the judges went into
work mode for trail laying for the different
levels of trails.

Our Judges: Stacy Mattson, Michael Nye, Molly
Nye, Janet Kelly

Base Camp was set up at Prado Park
campground, it was nice to have plenty of room
for everyone to set up their canopies, dog
crates, etc. and still be able to stay in one area.

The BBQ area was in expert hands with Dane
cooking Tri-Tips, Ribs, and Sausages

Dinner Saturday Night

I reached out and asked the judges, the
handlers and some of the volunteers to provide
some feedback from their weekend trailing
experience and here is what they had to say:
Bloodhounds West General Meeting – Saturday
afternoon

JUDGES COMMENTS:
First and foremost, I would like to thank Barb
and Dane Copeland for chairing this event. The
entire trial was very well-organized--venues,
schedule, trail-layers, hospitality,
accommodations--absolutely everything was
first-rate. This "Jersey girl" was most
appreciative of the fabulous weather. Although
mid-afternoon was warm, the schedule was
arranged for the comfort of the dogs first and
foremost, and all trails were run when
temperatures were comfortable.
I had the pleasure of either judging or observing
several of these same teams at work in 2014,
and saw improvement in handling skills,
including reading your dog and handling

distractions. Areas that could be improved (with
some handlers) are lead control and keeping the
lead taut since it is THE communication between
handler and hound, and having the dog learn to
work at the handler's pace--running/jogging
after the hound tends to lead to less lead
control, missing head indications, and increases
chance of injury.
It was a privilege to be invited to participate,
and I thank Bloodhounds West for this
opportunity.

aforementioned things if you do! Your interest in
man trailing is the fundamental of what this
breed is founded on so please keep at it and we
are here if we can help you along the way!

Best regards and happy trails,
Molly
-----------------------------------------------------------

Janet Kelly
----------------------------------------------------------Thank you Bloodhounds West for the
opportunity to judge your trailing trial. Beautiful
weather and wonderful location. Great support
for the judges and loved the amount of runners.
I enjoyed the handlers’ patience and willing to
listen to critique of trails run. This ongoing
willingness will make this group stronger in the
near future.
Michael Nye
----------------------------------------------------------Thank you to Bloodhounds West for such an
enjoyable trailing trial last month! It was an event
with so much energy, participation and love for
our breed. Barb and Dane Copeland, and their
entire support team, truly put on a lovely,
organized and well executed event.
Congratulations on a fabulous time and thank
you for having us out from the east coast to be a
part of it!
My encouragement to you fellow Bloodhound
handlers would be to keep up the great work
and enthusiasm for learning. The minute we
stop learning, it's time to hang our hats and be
done. Some constructive feedback that I feel
you, as handlers, could chew on would be to
really learn your dog's working body language
as it relates to when it is working and when it is
not, when your dog gives you big indications of
where the scent goes (but doesn't always readily
follow its nose, lol!), when your dog is crittering,
etc. It is not necessary to run with your dog while
working, in fact you will miss so much of the

Thank you Bloodhounds West for the pleasure
of judging your trailing trial in February. The
trial was very successful due to Barb and Dane
Copeland and the trailing committee that
provided all that the exhibitors, spectators and
judges needed. The location was as perfect as
the weather. The event was well organized
(runners, transportation, lodging,
schedules) the delicious food was
plentiful, and the exhibitors and spectators
were eager to learn and share stories.
It was a fabulous event. Congratulations
Bloodhounds West.

Stacy Mattson

HANDLERS COMMENTS:
We so enjoyed the trailing trials last month.
We learned so much and were able to
connect with the judges and so many of the
Bloodhounds and their owners. We gleaned
so much just listening to all the experienced
trailers and trackers, not to mention being
able to meet up with friends from near and
far!
It was very well organized, the food was
great and the venue at Prado Park seemed
to work very well.

We had a great time, thank you to all the
behind the scene workers, trail setters,
judges, cooks, and everyone that took part!!
We Were Blessed,
Richard Secor & Marti Secor
-----------------------------------------------------------

I didn’t know quite what to expect when we
came down for the Trials last month. I had
only been to one other trailing trial and that
was at the Nationals in Topeka a couple of
years ago. Tillman received his MT at that
event so I didn’t know if Tillman was going
to be on his game for this one or not. As it
turned out it was a lot of fun and Tillman
didn’t disappoint me in his trailing ability.
Spending all day Saturday being able to
observe the other dogs and handlers work
their trails was also very interesting and a
lot of fun. Having Tillman’s trail the first thing
Sunday morning was great as the weather
was still cool and we were fresh. I was quite
pleased when he made his id on the correct
subject and he took his MTI title.
We met a lot of new friends there and the
hosts were awesome! The bbq was
outstanding on Saturday night! Overall we
had a great time and really appreciated the
warm hospitality and friends we met and got
to know. It was well worth the drive down,
but I don’t think we will try to drive straight
through to Washington from Southern
California again. 22 hours of driving is just
too much for this old guy to do anymore!

with them my entire life. Everyone was very
encouraging and accepting of my novice
training abilities. I learned a lot from the
entire experience, especially to listen to the
dog. Elwood is much smarter than I
am. Mike and Molly made me very
comfortable and didn't make me feel out of
place at all and probably encouraged me
enough to continue training with Elwood. I
had just started training with Elwood and I
didn't fully trust him or myself. I learned and
realized that he was great at what he was
doing, his handler just needed to realize
it. Thanks again for a fun and encouraging
first experience at trailing.
Jenni, (Elwood's not so confident handler
and should have been)
-----------------------------------------------------------

Good trailing experience. We had a very
nice time (other than failing the MTI
again). Prado Park was a terrific venue for
the trailing trial and for "Trial
Central." Weather couldn't have been much
better. Trailing committee preparations
were terrific. Good choices for judges. Lots
of good food. The hotel chosen for the trial
worked well for us. Let's do it again! Nice
job team.
Ted
-----------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------

I had a great time at the BWSC Chino
Trailing Trial. Things were well organized,
with trails starting as scheduled. The base
camp facilities at Prado Regional Park were
spacious, with plenty of room for shade
tents, ex-pens and crates, and plenty of
room to walk the dogs. Hospitality was
excellent. We had great meals, and great
conversations.

Thank you for making my first trailing
experience a good one. I am not a
bloodhound person, although I have lived

My MTX trail was challenging, with 3 street
crossings, and a number of distractions
(cats, dogs, kids, and a bus). We were

Thanks for having us and a special thanks
to all those that made this event possible.
Dave Richards
K9 Handler
Onalaska, WA.

lucky enough to pass, which made the
weekend even better. Many thanks to Barb
and Dane Copeland, Marti and Richard
Secor, Judges Stacey Mattson, Janet Kelly,
Michael and Molly Nye, and all the trail
runners for holding a great event. We look
forward to attending again next year.
Aldo Branch
-----------------------------------------------------------

Darla Sioux and I had the privilege to run a
trail that was put on by Bloodhounds WestSouthern Chapter in February. I want to
express that everything was planned very
well from the hotel accommodations, the
meals, and the park where the trials were
held.
It was great to get together with the
Southern Chapter and share something we
all love to do and that is Trailing!
It is great to see the Northern and Southern
Chapters holding trailing trials, it gives more
opportunities for our hounds to get trailing
titles in California. Next opportunity, I
believe will be in Washington.
Shout out to Barb and everyone who put on
the Trailing Trial.
Happy Trails.....
Gary Marshall, President
Bloodhound West Northern Chapter
-----------------------------------------------------------

I was thrilled to get one of the MTI spots in
the Trailing Trial. I went back and forth
about giving up my spot for the first
alternate which I thought may be more
ready for the MTI than I was BUT....after
practicing with Cricket....I thought....she is
ready even if her part time handler is not. I
figured all I could do is follow her and hope
all the tracking training she had done would
pull us through. She was fantastic. We

were in an industrial park....all sidewalks,
buildings, parking lots, and
mulch/plantings. My thoughts....I had only
practiced in fields and parks. The trail was
aged sixteen hours....my thoughts....we
have only done one trail that was aged four
hours for her MT and that was the oldest
trail. All I could do was follow her and
remember what amazing stories I have
heard about what this fantastic breed CAN
do. We will give this our best shot. Cricket
was great. She walked along...nose to the
ground....checking all the building
entrances....crossing multiple parking
lots...making turns. I'm thinking still no
whistle...we must be doing something
right. We pass a window washer with
barely a glance and then she quickly
crossed another parking lot and made a bee
line to two people sitting in the entrance to
another building. Cricket goes right past
the lady checks the man. She then comes
to sit by me....I'm right in front of Anne, and I
say, "Anne's my runner". Cricket has never
even checked out the second person if she
comes to the runner first. Cricket clearly
told me, "Frank is the runner". Cricket
passed with flying colors....I failed. I was
so proud of Cricket and so upset with
myself. I couldn't believe she had done
such a fantastic job right to the end and
then I failed her. I can't wait to give Cricket
another chance to show me that she can do
her job and make me listen to her even at
the end of the trail. Bloodhounds are
Amazing.
The Trailing Trial Weekend was planned,
organized, set up and run by Barb and
Dane. I don't know how they pulled this
entire weekend off without as much as a
hiccup. I only heard positives about the
entire weekend. Hospitality was wonderful,
food was great, socializing and enjoying
friends and dogs was super, learning was
awesome, and even the weather was

wonderful. We had two new MTI's and
a MTX!!!!!!!!!!.
From what I understand.....all of that AND
we even made a PROFIT!!!!!!!!!!!
Evelyn Jones and Cricket
-----------------------------------------------------------

A quick note to thank everyone who was
involved in the Trailing Trial last month. The
entire weekend was blessed with great
weather (a little warm at times for the dogs)
and wonderful food with many activities in
addition to trailing. Barb and Dane had
everything organized with many friends and
club members there to serve as trail layers
and cross runners. Bloodhounds West had
a brief Club meeting there, run by the new
President, Evelyn Jones to start the
planning for more events this year.
The four judges, Janet Kelly, Stacey
Mattson, and Molly & Michael Nye were
very efficient, accommodating, and helpful
to all of us who were running trails.
Everything ran smoothly and the Park was a
perfect place for a Trailing
Event. Personally my dog and I did not run
a great trail so we did not pass, but many
others did and our judges were very helpful
and patient so we learned a great deal for
our next attempt at a MTX.
I would like to thank Barb and Dane, plus
the show committee for putting on such a
successful event which also made money
for the Club-very unusual for a Trailing Trail.
I look forward to another event in the near
future,
Lyn Sherman

VOLUNTEERS COMMENTS:

It’s been quite a while since we’ve been to a
Trailing Trial and it’s easy to forget how much

fun it is to get together with old and new
friends, not to mention great food and party
time. Our Morgan’s trailing was a huge success
when he found his person in only 2-1/2
minutes. The trail was run a second time for
Morgan to get experience since he likes to take
short cuts. He didn’t waste any time earning
his EECT Certificate.
Many thanks to Barb and Dane Copeland and
everyone associated with making the Trailing
Trial so much fun and rewarding.
Randy & Anne Greenlee
----------------------------------------------------------I didn't realize the details involved and the
coordination effort it takes to make these
trailing events a success. The location scouting,
recruiting entries, agendas, volunteer
coordination, judges paperwork, and of course
the onsite social scene. It was wonderful to
meet so many Bloodhounds and watch the
dedication that the handlers had guiding the
dogs along the trail.
As a Bloodhound owner who has never done
trailing or tracking it was a great experience
being involved in the process of laying a trail
and all the details surrounding the event. I was
able to meet fellow Bloodhound owners, learn
about the sport, network, pet some hounds and
watch them work using their natural instincts. It
was a great event and I am looking forward to
next year.
Marti Michalis
----------------------------------------------------------Congratulations to all of participants of the
ABC's SW Trailing Trial that was hosted by BW
Southern Chapter this February. We got to visit
on Saturday with everyone, and it was great to
see our judge/friends from the East coast, Janet
Kelly, Michael and Molly Nye, and our
"homegrown" judge Stacy Mattson! Thanks to all
of the handlers and their hounds who made the
trek to be there. How fortunate are we to have
such dedicated individuals as part of our group.
Thank you to all of the BW members that
supported the event in some way. It is so
important that we make a mindful attempt to
contribute our time and efforts to every event our
Club hosts; trailing, showing, rescue, obedience,
rally, and those that include their bloodhound

pets as part of their families. If each of us would
do a little for each of our projects, we will build a
strong foundation of camaraderie that will
continue to benefit our breed’s future.
A special thanks to Barb and Dane Copeland,
what a team they made! This event was very
well organized, "guest oriented", and just a total
success in every way. Way to go to you and your
team of workers!
Steve and Lynne Aguirre
----------------------------------------------------------This was the first time I’d visited a Trailing Trial
and I had no idea what a BIG event it was!
Everyone seemed to be happy and having
fun….. The sign of a successful event!

Back in February I attended the trailing trial
down in Chino, California which was hosted by
Bloodhounds West Southern chapter. Besides
trailing there was wonderful hospitality and a
raffle prize basket to take a chance on. I bought
four tickets for forty dollars. I don't usually win
when I take part in raffles, but on Sunday when
tickets were being drawn, my luck changed the
minute my name was pulled. I won the big
basket of terrific prizes. Some of the prizes
included in the basket were a certificate for a
pexi, $100.00 gift card to Cabelas, and a variety
of other gifts. Winning the raffle was a fun way
to wrap up a great trailing trial weekend.
Diane Branch

Happy Connecting….
Lori Burch
----------------------------------------------------------There was one fund raising event which was a
HUGE basket of items, donated by so many
people and the raffle prize winner was Diane
Branch. The winner did not need to be present
to win, but it was great to have the winner
present to receive the basket at the drawing.
There was an animal communicator that was a
part of the event that sat and talked to several
of us and our pets, hope all of you that did
speak to Joy got some answers you were
looking for. For any of you that are interested
in her services you can go to her website
www.joymason.com and request an
appointment.

From the Winner of the Raffle Basket:

to the new title holders.
It takes an entire team to put together any type
of event and without the help, support and
entries for this event it would not have been
successful. Thank you to everyone that had a
part in this event.

Even with all that was going on throughout the
weekend, there was still some time to have
some fun times, and when one of the judges
says “I want to go horseback riding” we made
sure it happened.

HAPPY TAILS…………..HAPPY TRAILS

There were three teams at the end of the
weekend that earned a new title.
Dave Richards and Tillman – New MTI title
Aldo Branch and Belle – New MTX title
Carol Boyd and Jonah – New MTI title
Good job to all that participated at the weekend
event and
CONGRATULATIONS

Here is a marked up catalog
from the event:

BLOODHOUND
WEST TRAILING
TRIAL
February 27th & February
28th 2016
Prado County Park &
Surrounding Area
16700 S. Euclid Ave. Chino, Calif. 90710

ABC Trailing Trials Hosted by
Bloodhounds West

Catalog of Entries

Judges:
Janet Kelly, New Jersey
Stacy Mattson, California
Michael Nye, North Carolina
Molly Nye, North Carolina

Saturday, February 27, 2016
MTI #1 _FAIL

GCH Quiet Creek’s Irish Upon A Star MT, TD, RN – “Cricket”
HP448972/06 (Bitch)
DOB: 03/25/2013
GCH Quiet Creek’s Double Take x GCH Badgerhill Lady at Quiet Creek
Breeder: Susan LaCroix Hamil
Owners: Susan LaCroix Hamil and Evelyn Jones
590 E. Cumberland Street Upland, Calif. 91786
Handler: Evelyn Jones

MTI #2 FAIL

GCH Buffalo Groves Sassy’s Tinkerbelle MT – “Belle”
HP426423/03 (Bitch)
DOB: 03/24/2012
GCH Houndwalkers Sebastion of the Groves x Ch. Provo’s Don’t Be Sassy Groves RN
Breeders: Marlene Groves, David Groves, Karissa Groves
Owners: Joyce & James F. Taylor
1330 Audubon Rd. Mount Shasta, Ca. 96067
Handler: Gregory Allen

MT #4 PASS_

McGuire’s Jonah B. Good – “Jonah”
HP456450/02 (Dog)
DOB: 06/16/2013
GCH McGuire’s Elliott Ness x Justa Whistling Dixie
Breeder: Sherri McGuire
Owners: Carol and Steve Boyd
4376 Beechwood Pl. Riverside, Ca. 92506
Handler: Carol Boyd

MT #2 W/D_

CH Flessner Kocar’s This Ain’t My First Rodeo – “Stetson”
HP4568335/04 (Dog)
DOB: 08/28/2013
CH Huggables Hollywood Nights x CH Flessners Easy Breeze Beautiful
Breeders: Bryan and Chris Flessner
Owners: Frank and Tina Kocar
th
14715 58 Ave E Puyallup, Wa. 98375
Handler: Tina Kocar

MT #3 FAIL_

McGuire’s Deepnose Charlie – “Charlie”
HP456450/07 (Dog)
DOB: 06/16/2013
CH McGuire’s Elliott Ness x McGuire’s Whistling Dixie
Breeder: Sherri McGuire
Owner: Daniel Kauppila
26 Mongrella Drive Oceanside, Ca. 92058
Handler: Yusra Kauppila

MTX #1 PASS

Belle – “Belle”
PAL 257580 (Bitch)
DOB: 09/28/2008
Unknown - Rescue
Breeder: Unknown
Owners: Aldo and Diane Branch
233 Sunnyslope Ave. San Jose, Ca. 95127
Handler: Aldo Branch
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Better Hands Willie Wonka x Sand
Mountains Victoria Secret

MTI #3 PASS_ CH. Wychway’s Quince Essential MT –
“Tillman”
HP444846/07 (Dog)
DOB: 11/15/2012
Noirs Tale of the Jabberwock RN x
GCH Nimansway Ared Wink N Anod RN
Breeders: Betsy Copeland and
Renee Wagner
Owners: Dave and Heather
Richards
350-30 Gish Road Onalaska, Wa.
98570
Handler: Dave Richards
MTX #2 FAIL
_
GCH Badgerhill Muldoon of
Heather MTI – “Muldoon”
HP357581/01 (Dog)
DOB: 06/01/2009
GCH Heathers Where Eagles Dare x
Caillin Aillin at Andora
Breeder: Aine Dorgan
Owner: Lyn Sherman
22131 Saddlepeak Topanga, Ca.
90290
Handler: Lyn Sherman
MT #4 FAIL__
Bayside’s M & M Misty Mae Roll-N
on the Trail – “Misty Mae”
HP456090/04 (Bitch)
DOB: 06/13/2013
GCH Churchils I’ll Take the
Challenge x Bayside’s That’s Amore
Breeders: Jennifer Hallett and
Molly Nye
Owners: Martha & Richard Secor
& Jennifer Hallett & Molly Nye
18911 Caprense Street Fountain
Valley, Ca. 92708
Handler: Marti Secor
MT #1 FAIL__
“Elwood”

CH Quiet Creek’s Electric Blues –

HP471873/01 (Dog)
DOB: 04/26/2014
Quiet Creeks Rock Solid x GCH
Badgerhill Lady at Quiet Creek
Breeder: Susan La Croix Hamil
Owner: Susan LaCroix Hamil
590 E. Cumberland Street Upland,
Ca. 91786
Handler: Jennifer Jones
MT Alternate
MT #1A FAIL__ Marshall’s Darla Sioux – “Darla”
HP438190/04 (Bitch)
DOB 08/30/2012

Breeder: Shawn Tuttle
Owners: Gary Marshall
211436 Ashfield Avenue Castro
Valley, Ca. 94546
Handler: Gary Marshall
MTI Alternates
MTI #1A N/A__ CH. Badgerhill Play it Again MT, TDIA –
“Player”
HP394236/01 (Bitch)
DOB: 07/15/2010
GCH Heathers Where Eagles Dare x
CH. Cailin Ailinn at Andorra
Breeders: M.McCarthy/Aine Dorgan/S. Robertson
Owners: Pat Moffitt/Heather
Whitcomb/Sherry Robertson
1399 Sanders Road Windsor, Ca.
95492
Handler: Pat Moffitt
MTI #2A N/A__ Silverado Daisy Melody – “Daisy”
HP332463/02 (Bitch)
DOB: 02/09/2009
Cheyenne’s Billy Bob x Southern
Alabama Scout
Breeders: Michelle Risch-Smith
and Cory Risch-Smith
Owner: Nona Perez 4562 Lake
County Hwy Calistoga, Ca. 94515
Handler: Nona Perez
MTI #3A N/A__ CH. McGuire’s Wyatt Earp MT
HP456450/09 (Dog)
DOB: 06/16/2013
GCH. McGuire’s Elloitt Ness x Justa
Whistling Dixie
Breeder: Sherri McGuire
Owner: Sherri McGuire
17680 Linden Street, Hesperia, Ca.
92345
Handler: Sherri McGuire

MTI #4A W/D__ GCH Heathers Where Eagles Dare MT
HP2239931/04
DOB: 05/25/2006
CH. Heathers Knock on Wood x CH.
Sapphires White Diamonds
Breeders: Heather and Peter
Whitcomb and Lyn Sherman
Owners: Lyn Sherman & Heather
Whitcomb
22111 Saddlepeak Rd. Topanga,
Ca. 90290
Handler: Lyn Sherman

MTI #5A N/A__ Hunterhound The Grail Maiden MT –
“Sadie”
HP47345702
DOB: 01/28/2014
Mojusta’s Challenge of Churchil x
Flushtimes CW Lady of the Lake
Breeder: Michelle Ashpole
Owners: Aldo and Diane Branch
and Mary and Anthony Ginter
233 Sunnyslope Avnue San Jose,
Ca. 95127
Handler: Aldo Branch

A note of thanks to everyone that has helped put this
together and all the wonderful donations and contributions
from:
Yorba Regional Vet Clinic
Grays Harbor Vet Services
Action Construction & Maintenance
ABC 2016 National Show Committee
Tina Kocar
Evelyn Jones
Cindi Sims
Monica Lewis
Marti Michaels
Sherri McGuire
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